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s u m m a r y
In this article we review some of the main findings obtained by Computed Tomography (CT) and Positron
Emission Tomography (PET) concerning the pathophysiology of Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome
(ARDS). CT is based on the detection of physical densities, allowing measurement of regional aeration.
Beginning from the revolutionary concept of the “baby lung”, CT findings later led to a further evolution
of the ARDS lung model, showing that the lungs behave as a wet “sponge”, with the dependent regions
collapsing under the superimposed weight. More recently, CT scan has been used to quantify the
potential for lung recruitment, showing that this is extremely heterogeneous among ARDS patient and
tightly linked to mortality. PET (possibly combined with CT) is a functional imaging technique, based on
the detection of a labeled molecule administered to a subject. Based on which molecule is used, different
functions can be imaged. In the course of experimental ARDS injection of [13N]N2 labeled saline has
been used to image regional gas exchange. Administration of [18F]FDG allows the image of cellular
metabolic activity, reflecting neutrophils activation during inflammation. This technique has been
applied in experimental ARDS and, more recently, in patients showing, for example, that inflammatory
activity of the lungs is markedly increased also in “normally aerated” regions and, in some cases, even
higher than in the non-aerated ones. We will present here some of the findings obtained by the two
techniques in the clinical setting of ARDS, also discussing some of their possible future applications.
 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In Medicine, the application of imaging techniques has always
been considered crucial for its growth, as it is well documented in
the last century of its history, when the first “medical” X-ray has
been performed by Willhelm Röetgen, on December 22, 1895. The
application of Computed Tomography (CT) and, more recently, of
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) to the study of Acute Lung
Injury and Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ALI/ARDS)may be
another great example of the crucial role of imaging techniques, as
applied to Intensive Care Medicine. In fact, when the first CT-scan
images have been performed in patients affected by ARDS in
1986,1,2 it immediately appeared clear how its introduction in the
study of this syndrome might have led to a complete revolution of
its pathophysiological understanding and clinical treatment. Simi-
larly, the introduction of PET-scanning in investigating vascular,
permeability, lung perfusion and lung inflammation, performed by
different groups in the last 10 years,3e5 has begun an analogous
“new era”, allowing the possibility of “making visible” and
therefore “measurable” specific processes undergoing the devel-
opment and the characterization of ALI/ARDS. In the current review
wewill briefly overview the rationale undergoing the application of
both CT and PET-scanning in patients affected by ARDS, summa-
rizing firstly the physical principles of the two techniques, and
secondly highlighting the procedures undergoing their quantitative
analysis. Moreover, we will present some of the findings obtained
with their application in the clinical setting of ALI/ARDS. Finally, we
will briefly discussed some of the possible future application of the
two techniques (Fig. 1) Q1.
2. CT-scanning: principles and rationale of analysis
2.1. Physical principles
The theoretical approach allowing the use of CT-scan images for
a quantitative analysis of the lung parenchyma relies on the numer-
ical values associated to each unit in which the images are divided
(i.e., the voxels), and which are defined as CT numbers.6 Indeed, this
value represents the linear attenuation coefficient (m) of X-ray beams
through the matter, in other words, the reduction of the radiation* Corresponding author. Tel.: þ39 (0)2 5503 3232; fax: þ39 (0)2 5503 3230.
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intensity after the passage through the matter, as referred to the






where mmaterial denotes the linear attenuation coefficient of the
material analyzed, and mwater denotes the linear attenuation coef-
ficient of water. In order to magnify the small differences of linear
attenuation coefficients of different materials, a factor scale of 1000
is employed.7 The extreme importance and usefulness of CT
numbers relies on their strict association with the physical density
of the material the X-ray beam has passed through, as previously
demonstrated in an experimental setting.6,8 The “CT number” or
“the CT physical density” is measured in Hounsfield Units (HU),
ranging from þ1000 HU, which approximates the physical density
of bone (complete absorption), and1000 HU, which approximates
the physical density of air (complete transparency). Zero HU
approximately equals the physical density of water. The lung tissue,
which includes different anatomical entities (such as cells, extra-
vascular fluid, blood, and others7), has a physical density very close
to that of water (1 g/ml or 0 HU). Consequently, the range of density
we have to consider when dealing with the lung parenchyma is
included between 0 HU and 1000 HU. If we consider the lung
parenchyma as a mixture of air and tissue (including cells, blood,
extravascular fluid, etc.), a voxel with a CT number of 700 HU will
be characterized by a 70% of air, and a 30% of lung tissue.9 In
summary, the gas volume of a specific lung region of interest (ROI)
may be computed as follows:





where the Total volumeROI denotes the total volume of the specific
lung area, and mean CTROI denotes the mean density, expressed as
CT number, of the specific lung area. On the other hand, the amount
of tissue included in a specific lung area may be computed as
follows:







where Total volumeROI denotes the total volume of the specific lung
area, and mean CTROI denotes the mean density, expressed as CT
number, of the specific lung area (Fig. 2).
2.2. Lung compartments
To further investigate the morphology of the lung parenchyma,
especially in a diseased lung, it may be more convenient to divide
the lung parenchyma in different compartments according to their
degree of aeration.9 Based upon the frequency distribution of the
CT numbers of an entire slice of lung CT-scan, four different
compartments can be recognized: 1 e a non-aerated compartment
(CT number between 100 HU and 0 HU), which represents the
portion of lung parenchyma which is gas-less, i.e. collapse,
consolidated, or filled with extravascular fluid; 2e a poorly-aerated
compartment (CT number between 101 HU and 500 HU); 3 e
a normally aerated compartment (CT number between 501 HU
and 900 HU), which represent the major compartment in healthy
lung; 4 e a hyperinflated compartment (CT number between 901
HU and 1000 HU9).
3. CT scan and theoretical modeling of ALI/ARDS lung
3.1. The “baby lung” model
After the first identification of ARDS by Asbaugh and
colleagues,10 the lung parenchyma affected by this syndrome has
been traditionally considered as “stiff”, based upon the extremely
low compliance of the respiratory system consistently observed.
The first CT-scan performed on a patient affected by ARDS revealed
a quite different picture on an axial lung image: rather than
homogeneous, the disease appeared to have a quite uneven
distribution.1 Three different zones, in fact, could be recognized:
a near-normal area in the non-dependent lung regions, a ground-
glass opacification in the middle lung regions, and a consolidated
area in themost dependent lung regions. A subsequent quantitative
analysis of CT-scan images revealed that the near-normal areas
localized in the non-dependent lung regions is truly normally
aerated lung tissue, but the quantity of this lung compartment is
extremely reduced (about 200e300 g) as compared to that of
a normal subject (about 700 g). This observation led to the concept
of the “baby lung”: rather than “stiff”, the lung affected by ARDS is
small, with a normal portion having the dimension of the lung of
a 5-6 years-old child.9 These findings gradually changed our view of
ARDS and in particular our view about how to ventilate ARDS
patients. In fact, given the functional morphology of ARDS lung as
observed, it becomes quite evident that the application of very high
tidal volume to a very small lung will inevitably generate extremely
high lung stress and strain that may lead to tissue rupture (i.e.
barotraumas), and/or to lung remodeling.11 Thus, the premises for
a more “gentle” ventilatory treatment of the lung were in front of
every physician.
3.2. The “sponge lung” model
Initially, the “baby lung”was thought to be an anatomical entity,
usually located in the non-dependent lung regions. As a conse-
quence, this conceptual framework was the theoretical base for the
proposal of prone positioning in ARDS patients.12 In fact, it was
hypothesized that by turning the patient in prone position, the
“baby lung”, once located in the dependent lung regions after the
change in position, would have received more blood perfusion
according to a gravity-dependent pattern.13 Surprisingly, while
systemic oxygenation did actually improve in most of the patients,
we consistently observed a redistribution of the lung densities,
from the most dependent lung regions (the para-vertebral areas in
supine position), to the most dependent lung regions in prone
position (the para-sternal lung areas13,14). From the subsequent
regional analysis of CT-scan images it appeared that pulmonary
Fig. 1. Representative CT-scan image of a patients affected by acute respiratory distress
syndrome (ARDS) obtained at the lung base. As shown, lung parenchyma is mainly
characterized by a relative healthy region in the non-dependent (para-sternal in
supine position) regions, while in contrast it is mainly characterized by atelectasis and/
or consolidation in the dependent lung regions (para-vertebral in supine position).
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edema accumulates within the lung parenchyma according to an
evenly pattern along the sterno-vertebral gradient, and it’s not
distributed according to gravitational forces,15 as previously
observed both in experimental and clinical settings.16 A novel
model of ARDS physiopathology was therefore proposed, i.e. the
“sponge lung”17: lung edema formation affects the whole lung in an
evenly distribution, but, based upon the increased lung weight, in
the presence of gravitational forces, the increased mass will tend to
generate lung collapse in the most dependent lung regions, where
the excess tissue weight will be greater. As a consequence, the
increased lung weight, while collapsing the most dependent lung
regions, will squeeze out the gas from the most dependent to the
non-dependent lung regions, leading to the classical appearance of
lung parenchyma on CT-scan images.
3.3. The “recruitable lung” and the “consolidated lung” model
Although the importance of lung recruitment has been
commonly well accepted in the clinical treatment of ARDS
patients,18 the mechanisms underlying its pathophysiology have
not yet completely understood. In order to better elucidate this
aspect, we recently investigated the maximal potential for lung
recruitment, as detected by CT-scan, in a large population affected
by ALI/ARDS.19 The first interesting finding observed was a largely
variation of the potential for lung recruitment among the study
population: the maximal lung recruitability varied from a quite
negligible fraction to more than 50 percent of the total lung weight.
Surprisingly, independently of the potential for lung recruitment,
the amount of the consolidated lung tissue, i.e., the amount of gas-
less tissue non openable even applying 45 cmH2O airway pressure,
was quite constant throughout the population, corresponding to
about 24 percent of the total lung tissue weight. It followed that the
maximal lung recruitability appeared to be strictly associated to the
total amount of non-aerated lung tissue at baseline, i.e. the gas-less
tissue. Thus, based upon these observations, a novel model of ARDS
lung was proposed. When the initial insult leading to ARDS affect
the lung parenchyma, the extent of the inflammatory reaction will
influence the development of lung edema, and therefore the
Fig. 2. Representative images of cross-registered CT (acquired at mean airway pressure) and [18F]FDG PET from two patients with ARDS. PET images represent the average
pulmonary [18F]FDG concentration over the last 20 min of acquisition Panel A: In this patient the distribution of [18F]FDG parallels that of the opacities detected on CT, being higher
in the non-dependent regions with less aeration. Panel B: In this patient the pattern is reverse being the 18FDG uptake more intense in the “poorly” and “normally” aerated regions
(black arrow), in comparison with the dorsal, “non-aerated” areas (white arrow).
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development of gravity-dependent alveolar collapse (i.e., the
potential for lung recruitment). It is thus conceivable that the
constant extent of the consolidated lung tissue reflects the “core
disease” of ARDS, whereas the associated collapsed and therefore
recruitable lung tissue reflects the extent of the surrounding
inflammatory reaction, which will vary among different patients,
and that will be associated with the gravity of the disease and
therefore with the final outcome.19,20
3.4. The importance of intra-tidal lung opening and closing
The theoretical development of different models of ARDS lung
has subsequently founded the bases for different approach to the
setting of positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) during
mechanical ventilation of ALI/ARDS patients. In particular, after the
wide use of pressure-volume curve and the lower inflection point,21
the introduction of the “sponge” model,17 together with the
concept of the “open-lung approach”,22 has progressively led
investigators to the application of relatively high levels of PEEP,
aimed at counterbalancing the increased weight of ARDS lung
tissue, thereby contrasting the development of lung collapse.
Nonetheless, although tremendous efforts have been made to
demonstrate the beneficial effects of high levels of PEEP in ALI/
ARDS patients, three different large multicenter randomized clin-
ical trials have concluded towards no difference in outcome for
patients randomized to receive either a lower of a higher level of
PEEP.23e25
Although the solution of such crucial question is still debate,26
we think that the main reason for the neutral effects of high PEEP
levels in such studies may be found in the absence of a character-
ization of patients randomized to the two arms with regard to their
lung recruitability. In our study, in fact, we have observed that the
amount of lung tissue recruited during the increase of PEEP applied
is strictly associated to the total amount of potential for lung
recruitment: the higher is the maximal lung recruitability, the
greater is the amount of collapsed lung tissue recruited during the
increase of PEEP from 5 to 15 cmH2O.19 Moreover, in a subsequent
analysis of the same investigation, we have recently observed that
the application of high levels of PEEP may dramatically reduced the
amount of lung tissue undergoing cycling opening and closing (i.e.,
one of the main determinant of the ventilator-associated lung
injury) only in patients with a higher potential for lung recruitment,
where the effects of such application appeared to favor the
reduction of opening and closing lung tissue as compared to the
associated increase in lung strain.27 To further confirm these find-
ings and the potential mechanism by which PEEP may improve
outcome, the amount of opening and closing lung tissue has also
appeared to be an independent risk factor for mortality. Thus, the
rationale for the potential beneficial effects of the application of
high level of PEEP has been fully elucidated, being strictly associ-
ated to the total extent of the potentially recruitable lung.
4. CT-scanning and ARDS definition
During the past years, it has been progressively recognized that,
irrespective of the initial insult, ARDS is constantly characterized by
an alteration of the permeability of the alveolar-capillary
membrane, with the formation of high-permeability lung edema.
Nonetheless, this alteration has never been directly included in the
definition of ARDS. Among several available ARDS definition, the
most widely accepted is the one proposed by the American-
European Consensus Conference which relies primarily on hypox-
emia (PaO2/FiO2 lower than 300) and the presence of bilateral
infiltrates, as detected on chest X-ray, in the absence of left atrial
hypertension.28 All the definitions of ARDS available at the moment
include the presence of bilateral pulmonary infiltrates, as detected
by chest X-ray, which is considered a surrogate of the presence of
high-permeability lung edema. Unfortunately, the chest X-ray
“infiltrates” may be the morphological sign of different conditions,
such as lung atelectasis, consolidation, interstitial edema, intra-
alveolar flooding or consolidation, etc.7 In contrast, CT-scanning
may be a much better tool to detected lung edema formation,
especially by applying to CT-images a quantitative analysis, thereby
looking at the excess tissue mass.29
In the investigationmentioned above,19 which included patients
affected by ALI or ARDS according to the American-European
Consensus Conference, we also examined, as control groups,
patients affected by unilateral pneumonia and patients with
healthy lungs, undergoing whole lung CT scanning for diagnostic
purposes. By looking at the total lung tissue weight, which
approximates the weight of the “healthy” lung tissue plus the
excess tissue mass due to edema accumulation, we observed that
patients with ALI/ARDS had significantly greater lung tissue weight
(about 1500 g) than patients with either healthy lungs or unilateral
pneumonia (respectively about 850 and 1200 g). However, when
dividing the overall ALI/ARDS population according to the potential
for lung recruitment, we observed that the difference in lung tissue
weight between ALI/ARDS patients and patients with healthy lung
was mainly due to the ALI/ARDS patients with a higher potential for
lung recruitment (about 1700 g), being the lung tissue weight of
ALI/ARDS patients with a lower potential for lung recruitment very
similar to that observed in patients with unilateral pneumonia
(about 1250 g). These findings highlight the importance of
considering the real pathognomonic lesion, and therefore the
hallmark sign, of ARDS, i.e. high-permeability lung edema, in its
definition, as previously suggested.30 In fact, it is surprising that in
about half of the patients currently considered as affects by ALI/
ARDS, as defined by the American-European Consensus Confer-
ence, the amount of collapsed lung tissue, which is strictly related
to the formation of gravity-dependent lung edema, is almost
negligible, and, even more, very similar to that observed in patients
with unilateral pneumonia, which, by definition, are not included
into the ALI/ARDS definition.
5. PET-scanning: methodology
Positron Emission Tomography is a functional imaging tech-
nique based on the detection of photons generated by the annihi-
lation of a positron emitted by an instable isotope labeling
a compound administered to a subject.31 PET is nowadays mostly
used for neoplasm staging and follow-up, but, depending on the
tracer used, it potentially allows the in-vivo imaging of several
functions; for this reason PET has been applied, mainly for research
purposes, to a large number of different diseases both in the clinical
and pre-clinical setting; in the field of intensive care medicine most
of the focus has been put on acute lung injury (ALI) and acute
respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS).
A PET scanner is basically constituted by a number of adjacent
rings of detectors. The imaging procedure requires the adminis-
tration of a biologically active molecule substituted in one atom
with an unstable isotope, which emits one positron (anti-particle of
an electron). This, in turn, annihilates with one electron, yielding
two photons, travelling in two opposite directions. When two
photons are detected within a narrow delay by two detectors, an
“event” is recorded. After an adequate acquisition period, it is
possible, in analogy to a computed tomography (CT) acquisition, to
reconstruct the spatial and temporal distribution of the tracer.
However, the feature unique to PET does not reside much in the
acquisition equipment, but in the tracers employed (commonly 11-
carbon,13-nitrogen,15-oxygen and 18-fluoride, used as a substitute
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for hydrogen allowing to labelhundreds of organic molecules
without altering biological properties31 and to image virtually any
physiological process that can be individuated by following the
spatial and temporal kinetic ofthismolecule. We will now focus
some of the results obtained by PET more relevant to the ALI/ARDS
patients.
6. PET-scanning and gas exchange
Lungs’ ability to perform gas exchange depends on regional
aeration, perfusion and by the optimal regional matching of these.
Each one of this function can be imaged, separately, by PET. For
example, following inhalation of a steady state concentration of
nitrogen, (which has an extremely low solubility, with a partition
coefficient lwater/air of 0.015), the regional activity will be propor-
tional to the gas content of that region and, once the subject starts
to breath fresh gases, it is possible to measure regional ventilation
as a function of nitrogenwashout.32 Moreover labeled nitrogen can
be delivered to the subject after having been dissolved in saline
solution, by intravenous injection. Later on the technique was
reappraised at Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston by Dr.
Venegas and his groupwho developed the single bolus technique.33
With this approach, applicable both to human and animal studies,
a single bolus of saline solution with [13N]N2 gas dissolved is
infused intravenously during 30e60 s apnea. When the tracer
reaches the alveoli, the nitrogen evolves from the blood to the
gaseous phase accumulating proportionally to the regional perfu-
sion. In the case of blood perfusing non-aerated units (shun), the
regional activity, after a peak will decrease, as tracer is moved
towards the pulmonary veins and left atrium Again, during venti-
lation, the nitrogen washout will be proportional to the regional
specific ventilation.This technique has the advantage of providing,
in addition to the quantitative measurements of Va/Q ratios,
a topographical distribution of perfusion, ventilation and shunting
blood flow. An indirect validation of the technique has been
provided by Vidal Melo et al. who, gathering ventilation/perfusion
images from different types of lung injury have been able to predict
the arterial blood gases.34
Besides the study of asthmatic human subjects, this technique
has been applied to experimental models of ALI. Musch et al. clar-
ified that the mechanisms by which a recruitment maneuver can
actually worsen gas exchange, is a shift in perfusion from aerated to
non-aerated lung regions.35 Moreover the data provided by PET
aided to address the relationship between the impairments in lung
aeration and gas exchange. The authors, in keeping with the liter-
ature, firstly evidenced the lack of a systematic relationship
between lung’s aeration (expressed as gas fraction) and shunt
fraction at a global lung level. At the same time they showed that, at
a regional level a tight linear relationship exists between aeration
and shunting blood flow. Interestingly this relationship held true
even if positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) was changed. This
relationship was interpreted as suggesting a “quantal” loss of gas-
exchanging units: in other words, below a certain threshold alve-
olar units do not loose uniformly aeration, rather some of them
become atelectatic, while the remaining unit preserve aeration and
gas exchange ability. The increase in regional shunt fraction could
thus be due to an increase in the ratio of shunting to normally
aerated alveoli. Finally, it is possible to predict global shunt fraction
only if regional perfusion is taken into account, since each region
contributes to global shunt fraction proportionally to its perfu-
sion.36 PET with [13N]N2 has been used to study on gas exchange of
several diseases (such as VILI, smoke inhalation, asthma, pulmo-
nary embolism) and of several therapies (such as pulmonary
vasodilators, prone position, recruitment maneuvers).37 Other
authors had used labeled water ([15O]H2O) to image lung perfusion
and extravascular water showing, for instance, a severe blunt of
pulmonary hypoxic vasoconstriction during sepsis.38
7. PET-scanning and lung inflammation
[18F]fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose is an analog of glucose, which is
uptaken by cells at the same rate of glucose; the molecule is
phosphorilated as naïve glucose, but, due to the absence of one
oxygen atom, it cannot be further processed and it is trapped into
the cells. The intensity of the glycolitic metabolism of the cells is
thus mirrored by the accumulation of 18FDG. PET was originally
devised for the study of the heavily glucose dependent brain
metabolism, although the burst of PET into clinical practice has
been allowed by the fact that [18F]FDG is actively uptaken by
neoplastic cells from many different tumors. In order to quantify
the uptake of [18F]FDG two kind of methods have beenmainly used,
so far. The first class, “semi-quantitative”, routinely used in the
clinical practice, relies on the use of the standardized uptake value
(SUV), defined as the tissue concentration of tracer as measured by
a PET scanner divided by the activity injected divided by body
weight. Quantitative methods are based on the application of
mathematical multi-compartmental models, fitted to the tracer
time course. One of the most commonly used is the simplified
Patlak’s graphical analysis: the ratio of tissue to plasma activity is
plotted as a function of the ratio of the integral of plasma activity
normalized to plasma activity. The experimental points are fitted
with a linear regression whose slope represents the net uptake of
FDG (Ki) and the intercept represents the initial volume of distri-
bution. It is important to underline that the models initially
developed for the brain were subsequently transferred to the study
of the lungs,39 although this might be debatable, due to the
important anatomical differences and more sophisticated models
have been specifically developed for the lung.40
Increased [18F]FDG signal has been reported in the course of
several experimental and clinical inflammatory processes in the
lungs.41 The uptake of [18F]FDG occurs primarily by activated
neutrophils, whose metabolism (especially during the respiratory
burst triggered by the rolling and adhesion phases) is heavily
dependent on anaerobic glycolisis, requiring an elevated uptake of
glucose. These data are supported by microautoradiographic
studies showing after in vivo administration of [18F]FDG or ex-vivo
incubation with 3HDG (deoxyglucose labeled with tritium) the
source of radiation was localized in neutrophils,42 also in case of
numerical abundance of macrophages.43 In keeping with this
finding it has been shown that, in a model of ventilator induced
lung injury (VILI) the depletion of neutrophils, without affecting
other cellular types, causes, basically, a disappearance of the [18F]
FDG signal.
Several experimental models of lung injury, such as the
administration of streptococcus pneumonia,42 oleic acid, endo-
toxin44 and bleomycin, VILI and smoke inhalation have been studied
by PET [18F]FDG. In a sheep model of VILI, in which one of the two
lungs was injured by alveolar overexpansion (high peak inspiratory
pressure) and collapse (negative end-expiratory pressure) the
injured lung shows a marked increase of metabolic activity after
only 90 min of injurious ventilation; at this time point, despite the
injured lung had a marked loss of aeration, arterial hypoxemia was
modest, probablyas an effect of pulmonary hypoxic vasoconstriction
diverting blood flow from the injured lung, as shown by the
ventilation perfusion PET scan with injected [13N]N2 (see above).
PET with [18F]FDG has been used in humans to image lung meta-
bolic activity (likely to reflect inflammation) in the course of several
types of lung disease, including asthma,45 COPD,45 infection46 and
rejection of lung’s transplant. In all such conditions PET allowed the
imaging of lung’s inflammation. Among eight patients with risk
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factors for ALI, 75% of those subsequently developing ALI had
a “diffuse” uptake of [18F] FDG (i.e., both in non aerated and nor-
mally aerated regions on CT), while in all patients subsequently not
developing ALI the uptake of [18F]FDGwas confined to the regions of
poor or absent aeration.47 Bellani and coworkers have shown in ten
mechanically ventilated patients with ALI/ARDS that the metabolic
activity of the lungs was markedly increased in comparison with
healthy controls, correlating with oxygenation impairment. The
inflammation was spread also to the regions appearing “normally
aerated” on CT scan; thus providing direct evidence that ALI/ARDS
affects the whole lung, even the regions spared by aeration loss.
Albeit the exact reasons have not been fully understood, two
different patternwere observed in the regional association between
metabolic activity and regional loss of aeration: in some patients the
highest [18F]FDG uptake co-existed with aeration loss, decreasing in
regions of restored aeration. On the contrary, in some patients the
areas of normal or poor aeration boremetabolic activity similar to or
greater than that of areas with aeration loss.5
The effect of mechanical ventilation on regional [18F]FDG uptake
(likely, as stated, to reflect inflammation) was assessed in a cohort
of mechanically ventilated ALI/ARDS patients, in whom, after the
imaging with PET, two additional sets of CT scans were obtained,
one at end-expiration and ona at end-inspiration, thus allowing to
image the regional deformations of lung parenchyma caused by
tidal inflation. At variance with the extensive literature data sug-
gesting that alveolar cyclic opening and closing represents a rele-
vant source of injury and inflammation, no difference in metabolic
activity was found between regions collapsed throughout the
respiratory cycle and those undergoing intratidal recruit-
mentederecruitment, thus somehow challenging the actual rele-
vance of this mechanisms in patients managed with low tidal
volumes48 and relatively high PEEP.49 However, metabolic activity
of the “normally aerated” tissue was correlated both with plateau
pressure (with a steep increase above 26e27 cmH2O) and with the
ratio between tidal volume and end-expiratory lung volume, the
latter representing the space available for ventilation, over which
tidal volume is distributed. Interestingly, these correlations held
true (ore became even tighter) if the metabolic activity of normally
aerated tissue was normalized by the activity of the non-aerated
one, not exposed to the stress of ventilation, thus supporting
a potential causative role of this factor in promoting the inflam-
mation of normally aerated tissue.50
8. Further application of PET-scanning
Table 1 reports some of the tracers that have been described and
used for studying lung function.
Given the number and the variety of tracers employed in PET
scanning of the lung it would be impossible to synthesize in this
review the whole body of obtained results. However, it is certainly
worth to recall the results obtained in a cornerstone study by Dr
Schuster group’s who demonstrated that, during ARDS, despite
lung density had a pronounced vertical gradient (as opposed to
control subjects), the lung permeability (measured by pulmonary
transcapillary escape rate of 68Ga-transferrin) was abnormally high
but evenly distributed along the vertical axis. This result gave
a direct evidence that ARDS affects the entire lung, independently
of the patchy distribution of aeration loss.51
9. Future directions
Imaging applications have certainly a number of limitations,
since they are not bedside, but require patient’s transportation
(which can be a relevant drawback in critically ill patients), imply
a given amount of radiation exposure, and they may require rela-
tively high costs. With this regards, we think that a particular
discussion is required for the potential radiation exposure, being an
important limitation that has to be balanced against the potential
advantages of a given radiological imaging procedure. Although
epidemiological data linked the exposure to low-dose radiation and
the development of neoplasms, and work exposure is strictly
monitored and restricted, radiation exposure for patients is typi-
cally not recorded and its restriction is left to the physicians good
clinical practice. The average dose received from a patients for a CT
scan of the thorax is 7 mSv (increasing up to 15 mSv if an imaging
protocol with medium contrast for the detection of pulmonary
embolism is used) and that for a PET study is 14.1 mSv.52 To allow
comparisons it can be said that the annual dose from natural
background is about 3 mSv, while annual exposures of 20e50 mSv
and >50 mSv are considered to be high and very high respec-
tively,53 although an excess of cancers has not been observed either
in animals or in humans for doses below 100 mSv.54 It must be
remembered that these values apply to the general population and
in critically ill patients the appropriate indication to a radiological
study is crucial for the benefits to outweigh the risks.
Besides such limitations, imaging techniques may bear
a number of advantages, among which one of the mostly relevant is
possibly the ability of detecting the whole range of heterogeneity
characteristic of the diseased lung. CT has been in the field for
decades and it is already commonly used for the management of
patients with ALI/ARDS. Its capabilities in quantitating the amount
of parenchyma available for recruitment or overinflated have
clearly been demonstrated; a challenge for the future clinical
research is probably to demonstrate that the use of these data for
the management of the patients (for example in setting PEEP55) can
actually lead to an improvement of the outcome. The use of PET is
certainly less spread, but rapidly increasing; the availability of
scanners in a growing number of institution will give to more and
more researcher the opportunity to engage research with this tool.
At the same time, taking advantage of the flexibility of the tech-
nique, the development of new tracers will broad the spectrum of
addressable functional processes. So far, however, the greatest
challenge for PET in the field of critical care medicine (in analogy to
what has already happened for oncology) is to fill the gap from
being an exquisite research tool to a clinical resource with an
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